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Boost students’ memory skills and watch test scores soar. The ability to remember — whether it be facts, skills,
events, steps or locations — is essential for classroom success. In this SmartCard, learn about ﬁve major
ma memory
systems. Each memory system is a passport to a different type of academic success. Understand
memories
tand
d what m
me
really are in order to transform classroom learning. Go with the flow by engaging students’
memory
nts’ natural mem
systems that recall information with ease. Make learning unforgettable
by engagingg multiple
memory systems.
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The Importance of
Memory in Schooling
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Learning
mastering
theorems, understanding
Australian history, applying
quantum mechanics — all
schooling is the process of creating
memories in the minds of the
learners. Can we truly say students
learned a new fact or skill if they
are unable to recall it? Perhaps it
was taught, but until it is in
memory, it is not learned. What
practical importance does
education hold if students are
unable to remember what they
learned? Memory is learning.
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Memory
is a process not a p
place. That is, ourr
ries are not located in any one place
lace in
memories
in. Each time we
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the brain.
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that originally
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align well with the findings of bra
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Multiple Memory
Memo Systems

Brain science reveals we do not have one
thing called memory, but rather a number of
distinct, independent memory systems
specialised for different kinds of learning.
Each involves very different parts of the
brain. There are many memory systems that
have been identiﬁed and surely more will be
discovered with advancements in brain
science. This SmartCard focuses on ﬁve of
the most important memory systems for
educators to understand: Semantic,
Procedural, Episodic, Working, and Spatial,
symbolised by the acronym, SPEWS.
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Understa
Understanding
that there are very distinct
memo
memory systems has powerful implications for
teac
teachers. We can target speciﬁc memory systems
ffor teaching a content. For example, to teach
multiplication we can have students memorise
their times tables (semantic); we can have
students practise working out multiple-digit
problems (procedural); we can tell students a
dramatic story about multiplication facts
(episodic); or we can have students practise
solving problems in their heads (working).
There are many pathways to memory. But even
more important than targeting speciﬁc memory
systems, is encoding the content in multiple
systems. The more memory systems we target,
the more ways the curriculum is encoded, and
the more likely students will be able to retrieve
and apply what they learn. See the chart on the
back of this SmartCard.

Remembering “SPEWS”

The acronym SPEWS is a semantic aid to facilitate
recall of the five memory systems. Here’s another
way to remember the five memory systems: When
you think of memory, think of a genius student
who seems to know everything. When asked to
recall a lesson, she just SPEWS out the answers.

